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Abstract-High-performance power-converters in the form of
single-tone class-D amplifiers are required to drive powerultrasonic transducers in industrial applications. These must
produce low-distortion, variable-frequency, and variableamplitude sinusoidal currents to efficiently drive the piezoelectric cell and horn of transducers, and thereby vibrate materialprocessing stages. A resonant-tracking control strategy is generally used to efficiently couple and regulate output power delivery
at a high-Q probe-system resonant mode. This paper reviews a
number of power-converter control options suitable for such
probe drivers, including quasi-squarewave (QS), naturally sampling pulse width modulation (PWM) and programmed PWM
(PPWM). Typical output-waveform quality and the PSPICE
models of the power-converter and piezoelectric transducer developed to assess and compare methods are presented.
Index Terms—Class-D driver, piezoelectric transducer
driver, power-ultrasonic system, programmed PWM, PWM,
quasi-squarewave, ultrasonic transducer PSPICE model.
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Fig.1 Typical layout of a power ultrasonic system.

supply frequency-tracking applications, as well as being of
interest to the power-converter and power-amplifier research
and development community generally.
II.

EXISTING CONTROL LOOPS

Fig.2 shows the two main control loops, namely, current
feedback loop and frequency control loop, typically found in
existing system [4] [5]. The DC-DC converter draws its input
via a mains rectifier and its output level is regulated to satisfy
the load power level required. Its output serves as the bus
voltage for the following DC-AC inverter which operates at
the probe resonant frequency, tracked by the phase lock loop
(PLL) [2][3][6]-[9]. The sensed load current is obtained from
a fraction of the secondary winding of the output transformer
and used for both current and frequency control.
Using two separate power converters for amplitude and
frequency control results in greater overall conversion losses,
component cost and system weight and volume than a modern
single-stage inverter topology, which enables both amplitude
and frequency control. To implement this idea, three possible
solutions have been investigated.

Power ultrasonics is a technology for exciting and maintaining mechanical vibration or resonance, most commonly
between 20kHz to 120kHz, in industrial material or chemical
processing equipment. The acoustic power is usually generated using one or more piezoelectric transducers driven by a
resonant-tracking single-tone electronic power amplifier. The
power level required by different processes varies. In some,
such as medical surgery, a few Watts only is required,
whereas others, such as ultrasonic cleaning bath, may require
up to several kilowatts [1].
Fig. 1 shows a typical power ultrasonic system, comprising
the ultrasonic transducer and its generator or driver. The ultrasonic generator is usually powered from a mains supply
and delivers approximately sinusoidal output current to different transducers. Such a generator usually contains automatic frequency and amplitude control loops, which are used
to ensure that the ultrasonic power to the acoustic load is generated at a desired level at the correct resonant frequency for
the processing equipment and material involved [2][3].
A number of power-converter control options have been
identified and analyzed, including quasi-squarewave (QS),
sine-wave pulse width modulation (PWM) and programmed
PWM (PPWM) as part of a project to design and develop an
efficient, easily controlled generator system with a powerfactor-corrected input stage for direct-off-line connection.
This less widely known application of variable-frequency
power conversion will be of particular interest to others workFig.2 Two main control loops of existing power converter.
ing on resonant-load driving, induction heating and other AC-
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III.

POWER CONVERTER OPTIONS

A. Quasi-squarewave
Using the full-bridge topology, shown in Fig.3 [10], we can
derive the waveform patterns as illustrated in Fig.4 when
quasi-squarewave scheme is applied. Both the pulse width
and period of the waveform can be varied according to the
instantaneous power required and its resonant frequency.
Therefore in theory a constant bus voltage can be used for the
inverter stage in this case.
Fourier analysis can be used to quantify the amplitude
variation of the VAB fundamental and harmonic components.
To do this, the time axis is changed to a radian-angle axis as
shown in Fig.5, with the time-zero adjusted to make VAB of
half-wave symmetry having only odd harmonics. The delay
Td is represented by 2Į.
The waveform shows an odd form function which has no
cosine components. It does not contain DC value due to its
zero average value. The magnitude of the fundamental and
harmonic components can be calculated as:
2π
1
(1)
Vh = ³ v AB (ωt ) sin (hωt )dωt
π 0

where h=1,3,5… is the order of harmonic. When Į is the
switching angle and VBUS is the bus voltage, (1) can be calculated as:
4V
Vh = BUS cos(hα )
hπ
and the amplitude of fundamental can be derived as

V1 =

4VBUS

π

cos(α )

whose value decreases from 1, when Į is 0° , to 0 when Į is
90° [12]. Fig.5 shows the normalized amplitude of output
voltage harmonics when QS is used as the full-bridge drive
signal.
B. Sinewave-PWM
The second possible approach is to implement PWM of
higher switching frequencies, i.e. several times the resonant
frequency, in order to generate an output current with a better
sinewave approximation to reduce harmonics. Again based on
the full-bridge structure in Fig.3, Fig.6 shows typical
waveforms of a sinewave-PWM switching scheme with 12
pulses each base-band period [11].
However since a typical ultrasonic system operates from 20
to 120kHz, using excessive high switching frequency, i.e.
greater than 1MHz, will increase switching loss and lower
system efficiency. Therefore only PWM with up to 5 pulses is
to be considered in this case.
Modulation index, ma, is the amount of full-scale signal
that can be output from the PWM amplifier. It is given in (2)
as the amplitude ratio of the input signal VIN to the carrier
signal VC [13]:

ma =

Fig.3 Full-bridge topology.

VIN
VC

(2)

.

C. Programmed-PWM
The concept of PPWM was first introduced in 1973 as a
scheme to perform effective harmonic elimination by
inserting an even number of symmetric zero-voltage gaps into
each positive and negative section of the squarewave
[14][15]. Fig.7 shows a PPWM waveform with 4 gaps
inserted (number of switching angles N=5) in each half
waveform.
Quasi-squarewave Waveform Harmonics
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Fig.4 Quasi-squarewave switching and output waveforms.

Fig.5 Normalized amplitude of voltage harmonics when using QS switching.
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4 N

k +1
V1 = ¦ (− 1) cos(α k ) = ma
°
π
k =1
°
4 N
°°
V3 =
¦ (− 1)k +1 cos(3α k ) = 0
®
3π k =1
°

N
°
4
(− 1)k +1 cos((2 N − 1)α k ) = 0
°V2 N −1 =
¦
°¯
(2 N − 1)π k =1

(4)

(4) represents that the PPWM is designed to eliminate 3rd,
5 … (2N-1)th-order harmonics. Thus N equations and N variables, Į1… ĮN, need to be solved [16]-[18].
For example, switching angles for PPWM of N=5 when
modulation index, ma, from 0 to 1 are shown in Fig.8 [17]. In
theory such a PPWM scheme is used to eliminate the 3rd, 5th,
7th and 9th-order harmonics.
th

IV.

Fig.6 Generation of PWM, switching and output waveforms.

Fig.7 N=5 PPWM waveform vPPWM.

Again based on Fourier series, the PPWM waveform of
unit amplitude can be represented as:
∞

vPPWM (ωt ) = ¦ [ah sin (hωt ) + bh cos(hωt )]
h =1

and due to its quarter-wave symmetry, the Fourier
coefficients are given by:
4

°a h = hπ
°
®
°
°
¯

N

¦ (− 1)

k +1

k =1

cos(hα k )

ah = 0
bh = 0

h − odd

SIMULATION AND RESULTS

A. Piezoelectric transducer modeling by PSPICE
Modelling and simulation of Ultrasonic transducers could
help to obtain a basic knowledge about characteristics of real
transducers such as resonant frequencies and impedance values before fabrication [19]. It is also very useful for the development of its power generator. Fig.9 shows a PSpice
model of an existing sandwiched transducer resonating
around 35kHz.
Transmission lines T_BACK, T_CERAMIC, T_FRONT
and T_BOLT represent the transducer back mass, piezoelectric ceramics, front mass and bolt respectively. Co is the static
capacitance. Detailed information on the structure and parameter calculations of PSpice transducer model using transmission line and controlled source is beyond the scope of this
paper but can be found in [20]-[21].
Fig.10 compares the real and imaginary parts of admittance
as well as the resonant frequencies in simulation and experimental environments. These two sets of measurements have
similar shape in waveforms. The difference of 0.3 kHz in
resonant frequencies, less than 1%, is due to the approximation of transducer physical dimensions, e.g. layers of front
masses, which vary in size, have been simplified to one
transmission line model with constant diameter and acoustic
velocity.

h − even
h = 1,2, N

where switching angles 0 < α < α < ...... < α < π .
1
2
N
2

The magnitude of the fundamental and harmonic
components can be calculated by:

Vh =

4
hπ

N

¦ (− 1)
k =1

k +1

cos (hα k )

where
Fig.8 Switching angles for PPWM N=5.
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Fig.9 PSpice transmission-line model of a 35kHz Ultrasonic transducer.

The waveform inconsistency occurs at the resonance in
Fig.10(b) was caused by the dramatic change in transducer
admittance values around resonant frequency where there is
frequency resolution limitation with the measuring equipment
available.
Another advantage of using such transmission-model
model is that it comes with harmonics due to the
characteristics of transmission line, which makes it a better
approximation to the real transducer and is ideal to evaluate
the power converter performance in harmonic elimination.
Fig.11 shows its fundamental, 3rd and 5th harmonics.
100m

B. Switching simulation with matching inductor
Fig. 12 illustrates the simulation circuits for evaluating the
performance of different switching schemes introduced in
Section III. L_MATCHING is the matching inductor whose
value is calculated based on [22].
The two voltage controlled voltage sources, labelled E,
model the function of the full-bridge inverter. The gain is
chosen to be 100, representing a 100V DC bus voltage since
the input signal ranges from 0 to 1.
C. Results and conclusions
Firstly we compare the performance of harmonic elimination by
delivering 80% of the full-scale output power, ma =0.8, using different switching schemes. Fig.13 shows the output voltages in the top
window and load current in the bottom.
It can be seen that when N=3, PPWM option has no 3rd and 5th
harmonics and 5-pulse PPWM successfully eliminates harmonics up
to the 9th order. However both QS and PWM result in the existence
of such lower-order harmonics.

50m

0

-50m
35.5KHz

Fig.11 Real part of the admittance showing fundamental, 3 rd and 5th
harmonics of the transducer model.

35.8KHz
Frequency

36.1KHz

(a)
m

m

m

m
35kHz

35.5kHz
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(b)
Fig.10 Transducer admittance plots around resonant frequency (a) PSpice
simulation; (b) real measurement..

Fig.12 Simulation circuit for switching scheme evaluation.
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A comprehensive comparison is given in Fig.14 and 15. Fig.14
describes the normalized load current amplitudes of fundamental
and lower-order harmonics with regard to different switching angles
when using quasi-squarewave switching scheme, which can be
viewed in conjunction with its output voltage in Fig.5. Normalized
amplitudes of fundamental, 3rd, 5th and 7th harmonic currents are
shown in Fig.15 when driving with 3 and 5 pulses PWM and
PPWM respectively.
Both PWM and PPWM give linear modulation when ma is
in the range of 0 and 1. Fig.14 also indicates that no matter
what switching scheme is applied, the more pulses the system
uses the better sinewave approximation it achieves, thus the
smaller its lower-order harmonics become. Therefore the
switching frequencies need to be optimized to balance the
trade-offs between harmonics and switching losses.
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Fig.14 Normalized amplitude of output harmonics when QS is used.
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Fig.13 Performance of harmonic elimination with different switching schemes when
ma=0.8 (a) QS; (b) N=3 PWM; (c) N=3 PPWM; (d) N=5 PPWM.
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Fig.15 Normalized amplitude of output harmonics (a) fundamental; (b) 3rd harmonic; (c)
5th Harmonic; (d) 7th Harmonics.

[11]
[12]
[13]

In order to eliminate up to the 5th harmonics, 5 pulses are
required for PWM whilst by using PPWM we can decrease
the pulse number to 3. Using fewer pulse numbers results in
lower switching losses therefore PPWM can be seen as a
more effective and efficient method compared with the other
two options.
V.

CONCLUSIONS

Three possible solutions for power conversion, including QS,
PWM and PPWM, have been identified and investigated in this
paper for piezoelectric transducers. Results have shown that PPWM
gives the best performance in terms of both effective harmonic
elimination and low switching loss. A digital PPWM generator is to
be made for driving ultrasonic transducers in the practical environment. Results are to be compared with simulation waveforms to
further prove the suitability of PPWM method in power ultrasonic
converters and its advantages over other switching schemes.
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